WHO/WICH CLAUSE WORKSHEET

A ‘who/which’ clause cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. It must be added to an already complete sentence. A ‘who/which’ clause adds some information to a noun.

For example:
The experiments, which were conducted on plants. (not a complete sentence)
In 1960, George Smith who performed the first scientific experiment on plants. (not a complete sentence)

Example adding a clause to a sentence.
The game was finally played.
The game which was delayed by rain was finally played.

Add who/which clause to the bold words to make the sentences more interesting.

1. The children went for a cool dip in the swimming pool.
   ____________________________________________________________

2. Her house seemed difficult to find.
   ____________________________________________________________

3. The barn which became home to the cows ______________________
   ____________________________________________________________

4. The skater, who _____________________________, won the competition.
   ____________________________________________________________

5. The idea, which _____________________________, became the solution to the problem.
   ____________________________________________________________

6. His friend, who _____________________________, became a great addition to the team.
   ____________________________________________________________

7. The letter, which _____________________________, contained the information.
   ____________________________________________________________

8. The people assembled in front of the court house.
   ____________________________________________________________

9. Hot dogs were served in the park.
   ____________________________________________________________

10. Before the boy spoke out in class, everything seemed quiet
    ____________________________________________________________

11. The passengers grew impatient waiting for the next train.
    ____________________________________________________________

12. The animals looked hungry.
    ____________________________________________________________